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We demonstrate that Michelson-Morley tests, which detect direction-dependent anisotropies in the
speed of light, can also be used to place limits upon isotropic deviations of the vacuum speed of light from
c, as described by the photon-sector standard model extension parameter ~  tr. A shift in the speed of light
that is isotropic in one inertial frame implies anisotropic shifts in others. Using observer Lorentz
covariance, we derive the time-dependent variations in the relative resonance frequencies of a pair of
electromagnetic resonators that would be generated by such a shift in the rest frame of the Sun.
A new analysis of a recent experimental test of relativity using this result constrains ~  tr with a precision
of 7:4   10 9. This represents the ﬁrst constraint on ~  tr by a Michelson-Morley experiment and the ﬁrst
analysis of a single experiment to simultaneously set limits on all nine nonbirefringent terms in the photon
sector of the minimal standard model extension.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.82.076001 PACS numbers: 03.30.+p, 06.30.Ft, 11.30.Cp, 12.60. i
I. INTRODUCTION
Lorentz invariance is a cornerstone of both general
relativity and the standard model of particle physics, and
as such has been the subject of many experimental inves-
tigations over the past century. Much of this work has
focused upon the properties and propagation of light in
different reference frames, beginning with the pioneering
Michelson-Morley [1], Kennedy-Thorndike [2], and Ives-
Stilwell [3] tests. The purpose and interpretation of these
and following experiments have varied with the develop-
ment of physical theories throughout the century, ranging
from attempts to observe the properties of a luminiferous
aether, to determining whether space-time exhibits
Lorentz as opposed to some other symmetry, and to
more recent searches for the imprint of physics beyond
the standard model. These most recent studies presume
that physics is invariant under ‘‘passive’’ transformations
of the observer reference frame, while leaving open the
possibility that the theory is not Lorentz invariant under
‘‘active’’ boosts of the rest frame of the system under test.
This could happen if known particles interact with ﬁelds
not accounted for by the standard model, or indeed if
Lorentz symmetry turns out to be explicitly broken. In
this context, modern implementations of Michelson-
Morley, Kennedy-Thorndike, and Ives-Stilwell tests
[4–9] are used to look for evidence of such Lorentz
violation in the form of modiﬁcations of the dispersion
relation for light and other standard model particles. In
particular, these tests search for deviations of the phase
velocity of light in vacuum from the canonical value.
These deviations can be orientation- and also
polarization-dependent, and in general give the vacuum
the properties of a potentially birefringent or anisotropic
polarizable medium. Such effects can be parametrized by
the standard model extension (SME) [10,11], which pro-
vides an effective ﬁeld theory framework for determining
the experimental consequences of a perturbative Lorentz
violation. Observation of Lorentz violation in a physical
system would provide clues about the structure of physics
at experimentally inaccessible energy scales.
Modern Michelson-Morley experiments usually consist
of a pair of orthogonally mounted electromagnetic reso-
nators that are rotated in order to modulate their orientation
in space. The observable is the difference in their resonant
frequencies; Lorentz violations will manifest as periodic
variations in the signal at frequencies related to the rotation
and its harmonics. Hence, such experiments are typically
considered to be sensitive only to anisotropies in the speed
of light. Here, we extend the analysis of [11] to explicitly
derive the sensitivity of Michelson-Morley tests to devia-
tions in the speed of light that are isotropic in a given
inertial reference frame. Furthermore, using this result we
report upon a new analysis of data from a recent experi-
ment [4] that constrains all nine nonbirefringent CPT-even
photon-sector coefﬁcients of the minimal SME, summa-
rized in Table I. In particular, our analysis constrains the
isotropic shift parameter j~  trj, the ﬁrst such result from this
form of experiment. Although this constraint is overshad-
owed by recent results based on collider physics [12,13], it
is an improvement upon results obtained from relativistic
ion spectroscopy experiments [5]. *hohensee@berkeley.edu
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In general, Lorentz violation in the electromagnetic
sector of the minimal SME causes vacuum birefringence
and polarization-independent shifts in the phase velocity
cph of light in vacuum relative to the canonical velocity c
used to deﬁne Lorentz coordinate transformations between
moving frames. Vacuum birefringence in the minimal
SME has been constrained to better than one part in 1037
by observations of linearly polarized light from distant
gamma ray bursts [14], so is neglected in this analysis.
The remaining polarization-independent shifts can be pa-
rametrized for a speciﬁed reference frame (e.g., the frame
in which the Sun is at rest) using 9 degrees offreedom: one
to describe the average deviation of cph from c over all
possible directions of propagation, ﬁve to describe the
difference in the average speed of light moving forward
and backward along any given direction, and three more to
describe the difference in cph for light moving in one
direction relative to a counterpropagating beam. To leading
order, the minimal SME uses the scalar ~  tr, the 3   3
symmetric traceless ~  
jk
e  matrix with 5 degrees of freedom,
and the 3   3 antisymmetric ~  
jk
oþ matrix with 3 degrees of
freedom to parametrize these shifts. In terms of these ~  ’s,
the free electromagnetic Lagrangian becomes [11]
L ¼
1
2
½ð1 þ ~  trÞ ~ E
2  ð 1   ~  trÞ ~ B
2 þ ~ E  ð~  oþÞ  ~ B
þ
1
2
~ E  ð~  e Þ  ~ E þ
1
2
~ B  ð~  e Þ  ~ B; (1)
where ~ E and ~ B are the standard electromagnetic ﬁelds in
vacuum.
Although the total Lagrangian remains invariant under
changes in an observer’s inertial frame, the parts propor-
tional to the ~   coefﬁcients are not term-by-term invariant.
If, for example, the speed of light in a reference frame S is
cphþ for a wave with wave vector ~ k, and cph  for waves
traveling in the opposite direction, and cphþ ¼ cph   c,
then observer Lorentz invariance requires that the phase
velocity of these twowaves mustdiffer fromone another in
any reference frame S0, arrived at from S via a boost along
~ k. This difference must also be reﬂected in thevalues taken
by the ~  ’s when the Lagrangian is expressed in terms of the
ﬁelds in S0. The ~  ’s mix with one another under rotations
and boosts of the observer coordinate frame. Therefore,
results from a series of identical experiments performed in
different inertial frames may be used to obtain constraints
on all nine of the nonbirefringent ~  ’s, even though any
individual experiment might only be sensitive to a subset.
It is convenient to select a standard inertial frame in
whichto compare the results of different experimental tests
of Lorentz invariance, and to express the numerical values
(or limits) on the SME coefﬁcients. We adopt the Sun-
centered celestial equatorial frame (SCCEF), following
[11,15], which is deﬁned with the coordinate origin at the
Sun; X and Y lie in the plane of the Earth’s equatorial
plane, with X pointing towards the Earth at the autumnal
equinox.
Let us now consider the Michelson-Morley laboratory
experiment. Following on from Eq. (1), it can be shown
that if any of the ~   parameters are nonzero the difference
frequency between the electromagnetic modes of a pair of
identical, orthogonally mounted resonators is given by
[11,16]
  
 
¼Sef½ð~  e Þxx
lab ð~  e Þ
yy
lab cos2  2ð~  e Þ
xy
labsin2 g;
(2)
where Se is a sensitivity factor speciﬁc to the resonator
modes and materials, and   is the angle of the resonators’
axes relative to the x and y coordinate axes, which are in
turn deﬁned by the system conﬁguration when   ¼ 0.
Thus, in a given inertial reference frame Michelson-
Morley experiments directly constrain the value of ~  
jk
e 
in the laboratory. In practice, however, changes in the
Earth’s motion relative to the Sun during its orbit also
allow us to set limits on the magnitudes of ~  JK
oþ [11]i n
the Sun’s rest frame. We show in this work that the rela-
tionshipcanbe furtherextended toconstrainthe magnitude
of ~  tr, as is derived in detail in Appendix B, and outlined in
the following section. Other sectors of the minimal SME,
particularly the electron cjk coefﬁcients, may also contrib-
ute to this signal through their effects on the resonators’
geometry and refractive index, with the result that our
reported constraints upon the parity-even photon-sector
~  
jk
e  coefﬁcients are more precisely expressed as con-
straints upon  jk ¼ ~  
jk
e    2:25ce
jk [17]. The constraint
we obtain upon ~  tr can also be expressed as a bound on
its linear combination with a corresponding electron c
coefﬁcient, but such combinations are well constrained
elsewhere [15,18–20]. Since the electron cjk coefﬁcients
can be eliminated at ﬁrst order by a coordinate redeﬁnition,
we will proceed as if they are zero, and quote our con-
straints as bounds upon ~  e .
III. SENSITIVITY TO THE ISOTROPIC ~ tr
Although the general form of the time-dependence of
the Earth-bound lab-frame ~  ’s can be derived using the
observer covariance of the action, the terms contributing to
(2) proportional to the value of ~  tr in theSCCEF can be
obtained using simpler arguments. The resonator in a
TABLE I. Fitted values and uncertainties of the nonbirefrin-
gent photon-sector parameters of the minimal SME for the
results reported here. (~  e  in 10 16, ~  oþ in 10 12, and ~  tr in
10 8).
~  XY
e  0.8 (0.6) ~  XX
e    ~  YY
e  0.2 (1.0) ~  XY
oþ  1:5ð1:2Þ
~  XZ
e  1.5 (1.3) ~  ZZ
e  143 (179) ~  XZ
oþ 1.7 (0.7)
~  YZ
e  1.7 (1.3) ~  tr  1:5ð0:74Þ ~  YZ
oþ 0.2 (0.7)
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076001-2Michelson-Morley experiment is sensitive only to anisot-
ropies that the SCCEF ~  tr generates in the laboratory
frame, which in turn must depend solely upon the orienta-
tion of the lab with respect to the lab’s boost relative to the
SCCEF.Themaximumdifference signalis generated when
the axis of one resonator is most parallel to the boost from
the SCCEF, while the axis of the other is as nearly perpen-
dicular to the boost as possible. In general, this will happen
twice per solar day, although the precise times that they
occur will vary over the course of a year. For example, an
experiment with one cavity axis aligned East to West in the
lab sees a peak daily ~  tr-induced shift in that cavity maxi-
mized during the summer and winter solstices, while its
peak shift is minimized at the equinoxes.
Since the frequency shift between two identical resona-
tors given by Eq. (2) is the same up to a constant factor for
any such pair [16], we can analyze the simple case of a pair
of Fabry-Perot cavities aligned orthogonally to one another
along the x- and y axes. The resonance frequencies of each
of the cavities are then   ¼
mcph
2L , where L is the length of
the cavity, m ¼ 1;2;3;..., and cph ¼ð cþ
ph þ c 
phÞ=2 is the
average phase velocity of light moving back and forth
along the cavities’ axes. Variations in the phase velocity
of light along the cavity axes yields the frequency
difference
  x
 x
 
  y
 y
¼
1
2
ð xþ þ  x     yþ    y Þ; (3)
where c j  ¼  cj  is the shift in the vacuum phase ve-
locityoflightparallel ( þ )orantiparallel(   )tothejaxis
due to ~   in the laboratory frame. The problem now reduces
to ﬁnding the mean speed of light along the laboratory x
and y axes in terms of ~  tr in the SCCEF.
The SME, like any well deﬁned Lagrangian ﬁeld theory,
is observer Lorentz covariant, or more precisely, coordi-
nate invariant [21], and so the outcome of any experiment
is independent of our choice of coordinates. In particular,
this means we are free to choose a coordinate system such
that all non-SME terms in the Lagrangian are manifestly
Lorentz covariant. All coordinate frames related to such a
coordinate frame by a Lorentz transformation share this
property. Experience dictates that the remaining Lorentz-
violatingtermsaresmallinsuchacoordinatesystem atrest
with respect to, and in any frames that are boosted relative
to the SCCEF, provided that the boost is sufﬁciently small
[21,22]. This means that if the velocity cph of an electro-
magnetic wave is perturbed by a small amount Oð~  Þ fromc
in the SCCEF, its velocity measured in coordinates
obtained by a Lorentz boost from the SCCEF is also a
small, if different, Oð~  Þ correction to c. We can therefore
use the standard relativistic velocity addition formula to
determine the coordinate velocity of light in a boosted
frame in terms of its perturbed velocity in the SCCEF. In
particular, we can determine the anisotropic shift in the
speed of light as seen in the laboratory which results from
an isotropic shift (nonzero ~  tr) in the SCCEF. We seek a
TABLE II. Contributions of ~  tr, as deﬁned in the SCCEF, to the amplitude of sidereal variations in the Michelson-Morley observable
normalized for the experimental sensitivity Se, in terms of the relative orientation and boost of the laboratory frame relative to the
SCCEF.   is the declination of the Earth’s orbit relative to its spin, taken to be 23.27 , and   is the colatitude of the laboratory, 121.82 
in Perth, Australia. The actual magnitude of each signal due to ~  tr for an experiment in Perth, Australia, is indicated by the numerical
weight. Although ~  tr does generate signals at the frequency !  of the sidereal day, and also at 2! , the magnitude of such
contributions is strongly suppressed relative to those from ~  e  and ~  oþ, which, respectively, are of order unity and 10 4. At all other
frequencies, the signals from ~  e  and ~  oþ are suppressed relative to ~  tr. This, combined with the far more stringent bounds set upon
~  e  and ~  oþ from other experiments [17], allows us to ignore all but the contribution of ~  tr to signals at !    2   and 2!    2  ,
where    is the frequency of the sidereal year.
!i CC;!i Numerical weight (   10 10) CS;!i Numerical weight (   10 10)
!      1
2 2
  sin2 sin2 ~  tr  32:1
2! 
 1
2  2
 sin2 ð1 þ cos2 Þ~  tr  9:85    
!  þ 2        1
2  2
  sin2 ð1   cos Þsin ~  tr 1.42
!    2       1
2 2
  sin2 ð1 þ cos Þsin ~  tr  33:5
2!  þ 2  
1
4 2
 ð1 þ cos2 Þð1   cos Þ2~  tr 0.209    
2!    2  
1
4 2
 ð1 þ cos2 Þð1 þ cos Þ2~  tr 116    
!i SC;!i Numerical weight (   10 10) SS;!i Numerical weight (   10 10)
!    2
  cos2 sin ~  tr  60:9    
2!        2
 sin2 cos ~  tr 8.13
!  þ 2    2
  sin sin ð1   cos Þ~  tr 6.82    
!    2     2
  sin sin ð1 þ cos Þ~  tr  161    
2!  þ 2       1
2 2
  cos ð1   cos Þ2~  tr  0:172
2!    2       1
2 2
  cos ð1 þ cos Þ2~  tr  95:9
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tory anisotropies induced by a nonzero ~  tr in the SCCEF
candependonlyupon ~  tr.Tosecondorder inthelaboratory
boost   ¼ v=c relative to the SCCEF, we then obtain
1
2
ð xþ þ  x Þ¼ ~  tr  ð  2 þ  2
xÞ~  tr; (4)
and similarly for the mean speed of light along the y axis.
Moredetailsofthis derivationcanbefoundinAppendixA.
The differential signal produced by a pair of orthogonally
mounted resonators must then be given by
  
 
/
  x
 x
 
  y
 y
¼ð  2
y    2
xÞ~  tr: (5)
For an experiment which rotates about the laboratory z
axis with angular frequency !R, we ﬁnd that the variation
of the Lorentz-violating frequency shift in time is given by
  
 
¼ SðTÞsin2!RT þ CðTÞcos2!RT; (6)
where
SðTÞ¼ð~  trÞ 
X
i
½SS;i sinð!iTÞþSC;i cosð!iTÞ ; (7)
CðTÞ¼ð~  trÞ 
X
i
½CS;i sinð!iTÞþCC;i cosð!iTÞ : (8)
The overall modulation of the signal by 2!R follows from
thefactthat(3)isunchangedwhenweexchangeþx $  x
and þy $  y. The remaining modulation frequencies !i
arevariousharmonicsof andbeats betweenthe frequencies
of the sidereal day !  and the sidereal year   , as derived
in the appendixes. The weights SS;i, SC;i, CS;i, and CC;i
most relevant to ~  tr are summarized in Table II.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
The bounds presented here arise out of a new analysis of
data from an experiment performed at the University of
Western Australia [4]. This experiment searched for
Lorentz-violating signals by monitoring the difference fre-
quency between two microwave cryogenic sapphire oscil-
lators as a function of orientation and time. The details of
this experiment and the operation of cryogenic sapphire
oscillators in general have been reported elsewhere
[4,16,23,24], so we will provide only a brief description
here. Each cryogenic sapphire oscillator relies upon a high
Q-factor (   2   108) sapphire loaded cylindrical resonant
cavity, excited in the WGH8;0;0 whispering gallery mode at
approximately 10 GHz by a Pound stabilized loop oscil-
lator circuit.The two resonators aremounted one above the
other with their cylindrical axes orthogonal in the horizon-
tal plane. The experiment was continuously rotated in the
laboratory with a period of 18 seconds. When resonantly
excited, the sapphire crystals support standing waves with
the dominant electric and magnetic ﬁelds pointing in the
axial and radial directions, respectively. For such whisper-
ing gallery modes, the Poynting vector is directed around
the crystal circumference. The resonant frequency of each
crystal is directly proportional to the integrated phase
velocity of light along the closed path followed by the
resonant mode, and is thus sensitive to Lorentz violation
in the photon sector of the SME. Since a signiﬁcant frac-
tion of the ﬁelds in this mode exist inside the sapphire
crystal, theresonance frequency is also sensitive to Lorentz
violation in the electron sector, as noted in Sec. II. Many,
but not all, of the relevant SME parameters for electrons
have been constrained by other experiments to the point
that they are negligible for our purposes. As noted above,
and shown explicitly elsewhere [17], including the effects
of the remaining terms leads to constraint upon a linear
combination of photon-sector ~  e  parameters and electron
terms without changing the details of our potentially ob-
servable signals. For convenience, we treat electrons as
being fully Lorentz-symmetric.
Datawas collected from this experiment over a period of
400 days, with a useful duty cycle of 30%. The data
FIG. 1. (a) Amplitudes of SðTÞ and (b)
dSðTÞ
dT obtained by
demodulating the data at 2!R in blocks of 50 rotations. Data
was collected from the 17th to 23rd of June 2005.
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are addressed using speciﬁc techniques that in turn con-
stitute the 3 steps of our analysis process. The ﬁrst is the
size of the data set. Processing the entire data set simulta-
neously is computationally intensive, so the data is initially
reduced using the same technique described in [4]. The
data is demodulated in quadrature at twice the frequency of
the experiment rotation over an integer number of cavity
rotationperiods,m,generatingareduceddemodulateddata
set consisting of SðTiÞ and CðTiÞ coefﬁcients of Eqs. (7)
and (8), centered at the mean time of the demodulated data
block, Ti. This reduces the size of the data set by 12   m
(12 measurements during each of the m rotations). Figure 1
(a) shows a typical subsetof the data acquiredcontinuously
over 6 days, demodulated in blocks of 50 periods. In
addition to reducing the size of the data, demodulation
also effectively ﬁlters noise. In the ﬁnal analysis for the
results presented here we chose to use 500 periods, which
maximizes the signal to noise ratio of the data while
satisfying the Nyquist sampling rate (providing more
than 2 data points per half day).
The second issue complicating the data analysis is the
presence of jumps in the data, which are due to nonsta-
tionary noise sources such as sudden stress release in the
resonator [25]. When analyzing the data using standard
regression techniques, such as least squares, these jumps
mimic temporal signals resulting in incorrect parameter
estimates. One solution to this problem is to remove short
sections of data containing these jumps, identiﬁed using an
unbiased method, albeit at the cost of reducing the useful
duty cycle of the experiment. In this work we employed an
alternative approach of taking the derivative of the data,
FIG. 2 (color online). Power spectral densities of residuals from the SðTÞ demodulated (averaged over 2 rotations) least squares data
analysis (top graphs) of the normal data [dark (blue) curves] and the derivative of the data [lighter (red) curves]. Power laws are ﬁtted
around the frequencies of interest (bottom graphs).
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076001-5which involves differencing successive data points [26].
Signal jumps manifest in the derivative as singular outliers
[illustrated in Fig. 1(b)] to which the least squares analysis
is less susceptible. This is preferable since no data is
excluded, the signal to noise is maximized, and no bias is
applied to the data. For nonzero ~  ’s, the derivative of the
data will vary according to the derivative of (7) and (8):
dSðTÞ
dT
¼ð~  trÞ 
X
i
½!iSS;i cosð!iTÞ !iSC;i sinð!iTÞ ;
(9)
dCðTÞ
dT
¼ð~  trÞ 
X
i
½!iCS;i cosð!iTÞ !iCC;i sinð!iTÞ :
(10)
The third and ﬁnal step of the analysis is to ﬁt the
frequencies of interest to the data using least squares
regression. Ordinary least squares regression assumes
that the power spectral density (PSD) of the residuals is
white. Figure 2 shows the PSD of the data following
demodulation over 2 periods of rotation (increasing the
number of rotations over which the data are averaged
truncates the PSD curves, acting as a low pass ﬁlter). For
frequency offsets above 10 4 Hz the noise is white; near
the frequencies of interest, !  and 2!  (   10 5 Hz),
however, a power law with   ¼ 0:5 describes the power
spectral density. Similarly, once differentiated, the PSD
exhibits a power law with   ¼ 0:75, which is then used
in the third part of this analysis. To account for the noise
color of the data we use a weighted least squares technique
that whitens the noise by premultiplying the data and the ﬁt
model with a weighting matrix. The weighting matrix is
determined using a fractional differencing technique [27]
that corrects for serially correlated noise, as determined
from  . Different frequencies are used to set limits on ~  tr
and the ~  e  and ~  oþ components, allowing a simultaneous
ﬁt of all nine components using the coefﬁcients in Table II
and the others already derived in [4].
V. CONCLUSION
Using a more sophisticated analysis of data collected in
[4], we have tightened the limits set by this experiment on
the magnitude of all the nonbirefringent ~   coefﬁcients of
the minimal SME by a factor between 1.5 and 4, as
summarized in Table I. We have explicitly demonstrated
that Michelson-Morley experiments are sensitive to
isotropic shifts in the vacuum speed of light, and thus for
the ﬁrst time, we report a simultaneous set of bounds on all
nine of the nonbirefringent ~   coefﬁcients. The new limit on
~  tr is an improvement of more than a factor of 11 over
limits obtained by relativistic ion spectroscopy [5], mark-
ing the ﬁrst time that a low energy experiment has been
able to surpass the sensitivity of such tests.
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APPENDIX A
Here we outline a simple derivation of the contribution
of the SCCEF value of ~  tr to anisotropies in the speed of
light in a boosted laboratory frame. We will neglect terms
proportional to products of the ~  ’s, and so for our present
purpose we may approximate the speed of light cph in the
SCCEF to be isotropic and equal to cð1   ~  trÞ.W en o w
seek the velocity ~ u of a beam of light moving along the x
axis of the boosted laboratory frame. The coordinates of
the laboratory frame are (by deﬁnition) related to those of
the SCCEF by a Lorentz boost and an appropriate rotation,
and so the coordinate velocity of the beam of light in the
laboratory frame can be related to that in the SCCEF by the
standard relativistic velocity addition formula.
Consider a beam of light moving with velocity ~ u along
the x axis in the laboratory, which itself moves with
velocity ~ v ¼ c ~   relative to the SCCEF, and deﬁne
~ u jj ¼
~ v   ~ u
jvj2 ~ v; ~ u? ¼ ~ u   ~ ujj: (A1)
The velocity ~ s of that beam of light as measured in the
SCCEF must be
~ s=c ¼
~ v=c þ ~ ujj=c þ ~ u?=ðc Þ
1 þ ~ v   ~ u=c2 : (A2)
The speed of light ~ s in the SCCEF is isotropic and equal in
magnitude to cð1   ~  trÞ, and after substituting ~ v ¼ c ~  ,
and ~ u ¼ cð1 þ  Þ, with   a small, unknown perturbation
in the laboratory frame, the constant factor c drops out of
the expression for the norm of (A2), yielding
ð1   ~  trÞ2
¼
 2  ð 1 þ  x Þðð1 þ  x Þð 2    2
x   1Þ 2 xÞ
ð1    xð1 þ  x ÞÞ2 ;
(A3)
which to second order in   and ﬁrst order in ~  tr, becomes
1
2
ð xþ þ  x Þ¼ ~  tr  ð  2 þ  2
xÞ~  tr: (A4)
Note that we have neglected terms proportional to ~  tr x ,
since  x  is of the same order as ~  tr. We can repeat the
above argument to obtain the mean velocity of light along
the y axis to ﬁnd that the dependence of   =  on ~  tr is
given by
  
 
’
  x
 x
 
  y
 y
¼ð  2
y    2
xÞ~  tr: (A5)
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deﬁned in the laboratory frame is [11]
~   ¼ R
   sin  T
    cos cos  T
    sin cos  T
0
@
1
A; (A6)
where we have neglected the contribution of the Earth’s
rotation  L ’ 10 6 to the boost vector, T is the time since
the last vernal equinox, and the rotation R which reorients
the SCCEF to align with the laboratory frame, with ^ z
pointing upwards and ^ x pointing south, is given by
R ¼
cos cos! T  cos sin! T   sin 
 sin! T  cos! T  0
sin cos! T  sin sin! T  cos 
0
@
1
A:
(A7)
Here   is the colatitude of the laboratory,   is the decli-
nation of the Earth’s orbit relative to its spin, !  and   
are the Earth’s annual and sidereal frequencies, and    ’
0:994   10 4 is the Earth’s orbital speed. The time T  is
not the same as T, and represents the time as measured in
the SCCEF since that frame’s Y axis coincided with the
laboratory y axis [11]. We can account for the active
rotation of the experiment [4] by redeﬁning R so as to
be aligned with the resonator axes:
R ¼
cos!RT  sin!RT 0
sin!RT cos!RT 0
00 1
0
@
1
A
 
cos cos! T  cos sin! T   sin 
 sin! T  cos! T  0
sin cos! T  sin sin! T  cos 
0
@
1
A:
(A8)
Insertion of ~   into (A5) yields modulations with the form
of Eq. (6), described in Sec. III.
APPENDIX B
This appendix presents the general form of transforma-
tions of the nonbirefringent ~   coefﬁcients under an
arbitrary boost ~   from one inertial frame (S) to another
(S0). This derivation rests upon the assumption of Lorentz
invariance under observer transformations: that the
Lagrangian is an overall Lorentz scalar quantity. In what
follows, we neglect the contribution of SME coefﬁcients
which give rise to vacuum birefringence, as these have
been constrained to be of order 10 37 or less [14], and do
not contribute to the nonbirefringent physics at leading
order [10]. With this assumption in hand, we may begin
with the Lagrangian of Eq. (1), deﬁned in frame S in terms
of the ﬁelds ~ E and ~ B as
L ¼
1
2
½ð1 þ ~  trÞ ~ E
2  ð 1   ~  trÞ ~ B
2 þ ~ E  ð~  oþÞ  ~ B
þ
1
2
~ E  ð~  e Þ  ~ E þ
1
2
~ B  ð~  e Þ  ~ B: (B1)
In the boosted frame S0, both the ﬁelds and the ~  ’s
transform, while the total Lagrangian remains constant,
yielding
L ¼ L0
¼
1
2
½ð1 þ ~  0
trÞ ~ E02  ð 1   ~  0
trÞ ~ B02 þ ~ E
0  ð~  0
oþÞ  ~ B
0
þ
1
2
~ E
0  ð~  0
e Þ  ~ E
0 þ
1
2
~ B
0  ð~  0
e Þ  ~ B
0: (B2)
Since the ﬁelds transform normally [11], the boosted
ﬁelds ~ E
0 and ~ B
0 can be written in terms of the unprimed
ﬁelds as [28]
~ E 0 ¼  ð ~ E þ ~     ~ BÞ 
 2
  þ 1
~  ð ~     ~ EÞ; (B3)
~ B 0 ¼  ð ~ B   ~     ~ EÞ 
 2
  þ 1
~  ð ~     ~ BÞ: (B4)
Substituting(B3) and (B4) into(B2)allows usto determine
the relationship between the primed ~  ’s in S0 and the
unprimed ~  ’s in S via the term-by-term equality of all
factors of EjEk, BjBk, and EjBk which appear on both
sides. This yields the following general form of the non-
birefringent ~  ’s in the boosted frame:
~  0
tr ¼
 
1 þ
j j2
3
 
 2~  tr þ
2
3
 2½ð 2
x    2
yÞ~  
yy
e 
þð  2
x    2
zÞ~  zz
e   
4
3
 2½ x y~  
0xy
e  þ  x z~  0xz
e 
þ  y z~  
0yz
e     z~  
0xy
oþ þ  y~  0xz
oþ    x~  
0yz
oþ ; (B5)
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0yy
e  ¼
2
3
½ð1   3 2
yÞ 2   1 ~  tr þ
ð 2
x    2
zÞ 2
3ð  þ 1Þ2 ½1 þ  ð2    ð3 2
y   1ÞÞ ~  zz
e  þ
 1
3
ð2 þð 1    2
zÞ 2Þþ
 2
yð 2
y    2
xÞ 4
ð  þ 1Þ2
 
2 2
y 2ð    2Þ
3ð  þ 1Þ
 ~  
yy
e  þ
2 2ð2 þ   þð 3 2
y   1Þ 2Þ
3ð  þ 1Þ2 ½ x y~  
xy
e  þ  x z~  xz
e  þ  y z~  
yz
e   
2 x z 2
  þ 1
~  xz
e 
þ
2
3
 2
 
1  
3 2
y 
  þ 1
 
½ z~  
xy
oþ    y~  xz
oþ þ  x~  
yz
oþ þ2 y ~  xz
oþ; (B6)
~  0zz
e  ¼
2
3
½ð1   3 2
zÞ 2   1 ~  tr þ
ð 2
x    2
yÞ 2
3ð  þ 1Þ2 ½1 þ  ð2    ð3 2
z   1ÞÞ ~  
yy
e  þ
 1
3
ð2 þð 1    2
yÞ 2Þþ
 2
zð 2
z    2
xÞ 4
ð  þ 1Þ2
 
2 2
z 2ð    2Þ
3ð  þ 1Þ
 
~  zz
e  þ
2 2ð2 þ   þð 3 2
z   1Þ 2Þ
3ð  þ 1Þ2 ½ x y~  
xy
e  þ  x z~  xz
e  þ  y z~  
yz
e   
2 x y 2
  þ 1
~  
xy
e 
þ
2
3
 2
 
1  
3 2
z 
  þ 1
 
ð z~  
xy
oþ    y~  xz
oþ þ  z~  
yz
oþÞ 2 z ~  
xy
oþ; (B7)
~  
0xy
e  ¼  2 x y 2~  tr þ
 x yð 2
y    2
xÞ 4
ð  þ 1Þ2 ~  
yy
e   
 x y 2ð1 þ   þð  2
x    2
zÞ 2Þ
ð  þ 1Þ2 ~  zz
e  þ
 
1 þ
 2ð 2
x þ  2
yÞ
  þ 1
þ
2 2
x 2
y 4
ð  þ 1Þ2
 
~  
xy
e  þ
 y z 2
  þ 1
 
1 þ
2 2
x 2
  þ 1
 
~  xz
e  þ
 x z 2
  þ 1
 
1 þ
2 2
y 2
  þ 1
 
~  
yz
e   
2 x y z 3
  þ 1
~  
xy
oþ
þ  x 
 
1 þ
2 2
y 2
  þ 1
 
~  xz
oþ    y 
 
1 þ
2 2
x 2
  þ 1
 
~  
yz
oþ; (B8)
~  0xz
e  ¼  2 x z 2~  tr þ
 x zð 2
z    2
xÞ 4
ð  þ 1Þ2 ~  zz
e   
 x z 2ð1 þ   þð  2
x    2
yÞ 2Þ
ð  þ 1Þ2 ~  
yy
e  þ
 y z 2
  þ 1
 
1 þ
2 2
x 2
  þ 1
 
~  
xy
e 
þ
 
1 þ
 2ð 2
x þ  2
zÞ
  þ 1
þ
2 2
x 2
z 4
ð  þ 1Þ2
 
~  xz
e  þ
 x y 2
  þ 1
 
1 þ
2 2
z 2
  þ 1
 
~  
yz
e     x 
 
1 þ
2 2
z 2
  þ 1
 
~  
xy
oþ
þ
2 x y z 3
  þ 1
~  xz
oþ    z 
 
1 þ
2 2
x 2
  þ 1
 
~  
yz
oþ; (B9)
~  
0yz
e  ¼  2 y z 2~  tr þ
 y z 2
 þ1
 
1þ
ð 2
y   2
xÞ 2
ð þ1Þ2
 
~  
yy
e  þ
 y z 2
 þ1
 
1þ
ð 2
z   2
xÞ 2
ð þ1Þ2
 
~  zz
e  þ
 x z 2
 þ1
 
1þ
2 2
y 2
 þ1
 
~  
xy
e 
þ
 x y 2
 þ1
 
1þ
2 2
z 2
 þ1
 
~  xz
e  þ
 
1þ
 2ð 2
y þ 2
zÞ
 þ1
þ
2 2
y 2
z 4
ð þ1Þ2
 
~  
yz
e    y 
 
1þ
2 2
z 2
 þ1
 
~  
xy
oþ
þ z 
 
1þ
2 2
y 2
 þ1
 
~  xz
oþ  
2 x y z 3
 þ1
~  
yz
oþ; (B10)
~  
0xy
oþ ¼ 2 z 2~  tr  
ð 2
y    2
xÞ z 3
  þ 1
~  
yy
e   
 
 z  þ
ð 2
z    2
xÞ z 3
  þ 1
 
~  zz
e   
2 x y z 3
  þ 1
~  
xy
e     
 
1 þ
2 2
z 2
  þ 1
 
½ x~  xz
e 
þ  y~  
yz
e  þ ~  
xy
oþ þ
 z 2ð1 þ 2 Þ
  þ 1
½ z~  
xy
oþ    y~  xz
oþ þ  x~  
yz
oþ ; (B11)
~  0xz
oþ ¼  2 y 2~  tr  
 
 y  þ
ð 2
y    2
xÞ y 3
  þ 1
 
~  
yy
e   
ð 2
z    2
xÞ y 3
  þ 1
~  zz
e  þ
2 x y z 3
  þ 1
~  xz
e 
þ  
 
1 þ
2 2
y 2
  þ 1
 
½ x~  
xy
e  þ  z~  
yz
e  þ ~  xz
oþ þ
 y 2ð1 þ 2 Þ
  þ 1
½ z~  
xy
oþ    y~  xz
oþ þ  x~  
yz
oþ ; (B12)
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0yz
oþ ¼ 2 x 2~  tr þ  x 
 
1  
ð 2
y    2
xÞ 2
  þ 1
 
~  
yy
e  þ  x 
 
1  
ð 2
z    2
xÞ 2
  þ 1
 
~  zz
e     
 
1 þ
2 2
x 2
  þ 1
 
½ y~  
xy
e  þ  z~  xz
e  
 
2 x y z 3
  þ 1
~  
yz
e  þ  ~  
yz
oþ  
 x 2ð1 þ 2 Þ
  þ 1
½ z~  
xy
oþ    y~  xz
oþ þ  x~  
yz
oþ : (B13)
In thelimit thatonly ~  tr hassigniﬁcantvalue intheSCCEF,
the Michelson-Morley observable (2) becomes
  
 
¼ Seð2 2Þf½ 2
y    2
x cos2  þ 2 x y sin2 gð~  trÞ ;
(B14)
where ð~  trÞ  represents the value of ~  tr in the SCCEF,
yielding the same result as Eq. (5), and derived in
Appendix A.
Note that these transformations are only appropriate
between concordant frames [22], in which the effects of
the ~   parameters are perturbative. As can be seen from
Eqs. (B5) through (B13), boosts between frames with
large relative   can enhance the effects of various ~  ’s by
up to  2 in one frame relative to the other. In general,  2
should be much smaller than the smallest inverse fractional
shift 1=  in the speed of light that is generated by the ~  ’s.
Thus the maximum boost relative to the SCCEF for which
the above relations are useful in the absence of more
complete knowledge of the underlying physics at high
energy scale is limited by the most poorly bounded of
the ~  ’s.
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